USACE Flood Fight Mission PL84-99

**Basic Provisions**
Emergency Technical & Direct assistance in response to flood and coastal storm. Provided upon request for assistance by States. Assistance to supplement State/Local actions.

**Disaster Preparedness**
Planning. Training. Stockpiling Supplies. Public Assistance such as LNO’s, Coordination, and Inspections.

**Emergency Operations**

**Rehabilitation and Inspection**
Repair flood damage reduction system. Repair federally constructed hurricane or shore protection system. IEI’s. CEI’s. Interagency Levee Task Force

**Water Assistance**
Provide Clean Water Supply. For Droughts; Well Drilling. Transportation (Not Supply) of Water Resources at Federal Expense.

**Mitigation**
Identify Mitigation OPS. Establish framework to recover. Silver Jackets Program

**Advance Measures**
Preventative temporary work prior to predicted unusual flooding. Examples: Creating a ring levee around critical facilities. Adding height or reinforcing existing levees.

Tulsa District: 918-669-7325